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•  In summer 2014, kudzu bugs were collected from 
across their invasion in the U.S. The data from 
three populations (Figure 1) - one from the core, 
middle and front of the invasion – are presented 
here (N=5 females/population). 

•  We extracted the fat from the individuals before 
drying and weighing them. Each individuals’ wings 
were slide-mounted and photographed using a 
dissection scope and Image-Pro (Figure 5). ImageJ 
was used to calculate wing area. 

 
•  Wing loading was calculated as: 
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•  An ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD test were used to 

determine if there were significant differences in 
wing loading among populations. Due to small 
sample size, caution should be used in interpreting 
results. 
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Far moving individuals may be more likely to be at 
the front edge of a spreading population.  If this 
leads to mating among far-movers, over many 
generations genes associated with greater dispersal 
may concentrate at the front of the invasion, a 
process known as spatial sorting.  
 
This has been suggested to account for the larger 
legs of Cane toads at the front of their Australian 
invasion (Phillips 2006) and the behavioral 
differences in ladybirds in their European invasion 
(Lombaert 2014). 

It remains unknown how common this phenomenon 
is. We decided to look for evidence of spatial sorting 
in a recent invasion of kudzu bugs (Megacopta 
cribraria) in the U.S. Kudzu bugs were introduced 
from Asia to Atlanta in 2009. They rapidly spread 
across the southeast and up to Maryland. As their 
name suggests, they feed on kudzu, but they also 
feed on soybeans and other plants in the legume 
family.!We investigated how one trait associated with 
flight capacity, wing loading, changed across the 
invasive range. If spatial sorting is occurring, 
we predict that wing loading should decrease from 
the core to the front of the population. 

Q:  How does wing loading, a trait 
associated with flight ability, change from 
the core of an invasion to the front?  

Figure 1.  Map of M. cribraria U.S. invasion and population collection sites.  
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Larger wing loading values of individuals on the front 
lines indicates that they have less efficient flight 
ability than other individuals in the invasion gradient.  

We expected to see a decrease in wing loading 
moving towards the front lines, or less weight per 
area of wing, to indicate that spatial sorting caused 
those individuals at the front line to have more 
efficient flight ability. 

One possible explanation for larger wing loading 
towards the front lines is that flying further could be 
disadvantageous if there is difficulty finding host 
plants and mates.  

It is possible that in the kudzu bug’s native habitat, 
Japan, it is advantageous to fly far. Flying further 
would allow individuals to avoid inbreeding and 
competition with kin. 

We're eager to finish processing the wing images to 
confirm this pattern in the US. invasion. In the 
future, we'd be interested to compare the wing 
loading of US populations to those in Japan. 

A:  Individuals towards the front have 
greater wing loading, which is associated 
with reduced flight ability. 

Figure 5. Photos of slide-mounted kudzu bug forewings captured using Image-Pro. 

Figure 4. The wing loading was significantly different between the three populations 

(p=0.02117, n=15).  

Figure 2. The fat extracted, dry weight was marginally different among the three 

populations (p=0.051, n=15).  

Figure 3. The wing area was not  significantly different between the three populations 

(p=0.113, n=15).  
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